
Uvex Livewire™

SEALED EYEWEAR

Uvex Livewire sealed eyewear comes complete with removable temples and headband.



Some workplaces demand eye protection that 
performs at a higher level. Places where debris—
from dust, to sand, to dirt and soot—combine with 
wind, sun, heat and sweat to create a challenging 
environment.  Extreme environments like this 
demand extreme eye protection. 

EXTREME 
ENVIRONMENTS

Every day, workers in extreme environments 
are exposed to hazards that can lead to serious 
injury.  And when it comes to vision protection, 
these workers have specific needs.  From oil and 
gas operations to mining to heavy construction, 
performance is critical. Workers in these extreme 
environments deserve extreme eye protection.

EXTREME 
WORKERS



EXTREME 
EYEWEAR

Extreme protection for extreme workers and working conditions.  

After visiting these job sites and talking to workers and safety managers, we heard loud and clear that 

finding the right eye protection can be a challenge. Workers are exposed to wind, sun, dirt, dust and debris, 

as well as heat and humidity. Keeping debris out of their eyes while keeping lenses clear of fogging—no 

matter how hot or intense the work gets—is a must. That’s why we created Uvex Livewire sealed eyewear.

Designed from the ground up based on in-the-field research, Uvex Livewire sealed eyewear delivers the fit, 

performance and protection you won’t find anywhere else. It’s also available in a prescription frame option 

to outfit even more of your team.  With its precision-designed fit, best-in-class anti-fog lens coating and 

comfort-engineered materials built into the frame, Uvex Livewire sealed eyewear is worthy of the most 

demanding environments…and worthy of the hardest working individuals.

Uvex Livewire™ Sealed Eyewear

ENGINEERED FOR THE EXTREME.



In extreme environments, anti-fog performance and durability 
are required to keep workers protected. Uvex Livewire sealed 
eyewear delivers on all counts.

•  Lenses feature proprietary Uvextreme Plus® anti-fog 
coating for superior, long-lasting fog-free vision. Most 
anti-fog coatings perform well right out of the box, but their 
effectiveness will diminish over time. Permanently bonded 
to the lens, Uvextreme Plus promises anti-fog protection 
that lasts up to 10X longer *— even after extended wear and 
repeated washings.

•  Uvextreme Plus also provides 2X better scratch-resistance* 
than competitive anti-fog coated products for longer- 
lasting lenses. 

•  Top and side channels in the frame are strategically placed 
and designed for optimal venting to enhance anti-fog 
performance while keeping out dust and debris.

•  Designed to stand up to the harshest conditions, 
Dura-streme® lenses combine two high-performance lens 
coatings on one lens — Uvextreme® anti-fog on the interior and 
Ultra-dura® anti-scratch on the exterior — for up to 3x longer 
lens life.*

•  Offered in the widest assortment of lens tints utilizing Uvex 
Spectrum Control Technology® (SCT) lenses. Available in 
Clear, Amber, Espresso, Gray, SCT-Reflect 50 (indoor/outdoor 
mirror), SCT-Gray, SCT-Low IR, Shade 3.0, Shade 5.0 — from 
low light, to glare, to infrared protection, there’s a Uvex 
Livewire lens for the job.

• 100% dielectric

•  Meets the ANSI Z87.1-2010 standard

• Certified to the requirements of the CSA Z94.3 standard

• Not for chemical splash applications

PERFORMANCE

* Comparative lens life test performed using a Bayer Abrasion Test method and may vary between environment and application. 
Anti-fog performance based on independent lab test results.



FIT AND COMFORT

In high-particulate environments that require sealed eyewear, 
a proper fit is absolutely critical. Through extensive research 
and fit-testing on hundreds of workers, Uvex Livewire sealed 
eyewear sets the bar for achieving a proper fit on even the 
hardest to fit individuals.

•  Smooth surface and density of foam are designed to minimize 
pressure against the skin

•  Contoured design minimizes bulk for superior comfort and 
enhanced line of sight

•  Precise placement of vents ensures air circulation while 
minimizing gaps

•  The curvature of browbar is optimized based on 
morphological data to fit a large number of wearers

•  Ratcheting temples adjust lens angle by up to 15° for optimal 
coverage and air circulation

•  Flexible design can be worn with temples like a spectacle or 
with the headband like a goggle depending on the application

•  Simple temple-to-headband exchange system makes 
switching between temples or headband quick and easy 

•  Streamlined, wraparound frame design accommodates 
respirators and other PPE, while the low-profile temples fit 
comfortably with earmuffs

•  Padded temples are engineered to provide ideal tension and 
flex for superior comfort and fit

•  Cloth headband is latex free and also features a ratchet for 
greater adjustability

Upper and side channels in the frame 
for optimal venting and enhanced 
anti-fog performance

Uvextreme Plus lens coating for 10X 
longer anti-fog performance and 2X 
greater scratch-resistance

Adjustable cloth 
headband included

Subframe Temple and ratchet Side vents Temple tips

Unique ratcheting temples 
adjust lens angle by up to 15° for 
customized fit

Padded temples provide ideal tension 
and flex for optimal comfort and fit

Precision-design foam subframe fits 
contours around the eyes to maximize 
fit and comfort



A very important – and often overlooked – aspect of delivering a comprehensive safety eyewear program is 

vision correction. With research showing that up to 50% of workers require some degree of vision correction, 

no safety eyewear program is complete without a prescription option. To meet the needs of workers who 

require vision correction, we offer the Uvex SW09 Livewire Rx safety frame through Prescription Safety 

Eyewear Providers*. Built with the same sealed eyewear performance and fit, the Uvex SW09 Livewire 

prescription safety frame comes in three colors and a 6-base and 8-base lens configuration to accommodate 

almost any prescription. 

( Meets the ANSI-Z87.1-2010 and CSA Z94.3 standards. *The Rx version should be purchased through certified safety labs or providers 
of programs that use certified labs as required by ANSI guidelines.)

Red frame Blue frame

The 8-base version, with its deeper curvature, offers the highest visibility and added peripheral vision; 

however it can accommodate only a limited prescription range.  So we offer a 6-base version to expand the 

prescription range to cover most employees.  Your Prescription Safety Eyewear Provider or optical lab will be 

able to determine which version frame your employee needs based on their prescription.

This side shown with 8-base 
RX lens configuration.

This side shown with 6-base 
RX lens configuration.

Black frame

Uvex SW09 Livewire™ Sealed Rx Eyewear



To add the Uvex SW09 Livewire RX sealed eyewear frame to your Prescription Safety Eyewear Program, 

simply download the Rx sizing card and pass it on to your current supplier.  If you do not have a Prescription 

Safety Eyewear Program or if you need to locate a Provider, we can help. Please call 1 (800) 446-1802 to 

speak with one of our Customer Care representatives.

http://goo.gl/8EN7du


FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:

Honeywell Safety Products
900 Douglas Pike
Smithfield, RI 02917-1874
800.430.5490 - US
800.446.1802 - Rx 
888.212.7233 - Canada
www.uvex.us  |  www.uvexrx.com

©2013 UVEX                      UVEX.272  
Build a culture of safety. Honeywell can help. 
To learn more visit www.honeywellsafety.com/Culture

Uvex® brand safety eyewear is offered for sale by Honeywell Safety Products exclusively in the Americas.

Packaging Information (Eyewear)
Ind. box, 10/stocker, 200/case
Case Weight: 35.6 lbs.
Case Dimensions: 29” x 15” x 24”

 O R D E R I N G  I N F O R M AT I O N

 E Y E W E A R

 ITEM # FRAME COLOR LENS TINT LENS COATING UPC CODE

S2600XP Matte Black Clear Uvextreme Plus AF 603390129605

S2600D  Matte Black Clear  Dura-streme HC/AF 603390129612

S2601XP  Matte Black Espresso Uvextreme Plus AF 603390129629

S2602XP  Matte Black Amber  Uvextreme Plus AF 603390129636

S2604XP  Matte Black SCT-Reflect 50 Uvextreme Plus AF 603390129643

S2605XP Matte Black SCT-Gray Uvextreme Plus AF 603390129650

S2607XP  Matte Black Shade 3.0 Uvextreme Plus AF  603390129667

S2608XP  Matte Black Shade 5.0 Uvextreme Plus AF 603390129674

S2609XP  Matte Black SCT-Low IR Uvextreme Plus AF  603390129681

S2620XP Silver  Clear  Uvextreme Plus AF  603390129698

S2621XP  Silver Gray  Uvextreme Plus AF  603390129704

S2624XP  Silver  SCT-Reflect 50 Uvextreme Plus AF 603390129711

Uvex Livewire sealed eyewear comes complete with removable temples and headband.

Uvex Livewire™

uvex.us/livewire

SCT-Low IR — when peripheral IR 
protection is required

Clear — Ideal for most indoor 
work applications

Shade 3.0 — welding shade for torch 
brazing operations

Shade 5.0 — welding shade for 
cutting operations

Espresso — minimizes strong outdoor 
sunlight and glare

Amber — ideal for low-light 
applications where enhanced contrast 
is needed

SCT-Reflect 50 — light mirror coating 
is ideal for varying light conditions

Gray — minimizes outdoor sunlight 
and glare

SCT-Gray — minimizes outdoor glare 
and offers true color recognition


